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Focus: If you have arrived at this website, it’s because you have googled my brand Ami Shafrir. All search results which are the
main topic of law suits are component of me simply being victimized by white colored-collar criminal offense which brought on
130 legal cases and 15 bankruptcies (that you can continue reading about this on my small website BigCrime.com) The
convicted crooks who ruined my property, with their initiatives to eliminate me chuck a lot of debris on the Internet about my
previous, and carried on to submit defamatory accounts and artificial law suits claiming horrible falsities that never ever
happened. The fact from the make a difference is as a result of my attempts 3 thieves went to jail and i also prevailed and
arrived completely vindicated, nevertheless I misplaced my total empire who have produced along with to start out once again.
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I am a severe business owner that features a track record of good results, record of making advancement and predicting the
future of technology improvement. I began as a small young child a decade older, developing gadgets tools and through the age
of 15 I used to be already developing my very own volume-generated electronic products items. Following servicing 4 years
from the Israeli army dedicated to telecommunications, by my mid-20s I found myself already a grasp of mobile
telecommunications and predicted where the community will go wireless network. In 1996 I expected the entire world will go on
the Internet, which include all fiscal purchases and institutes. With the same season In addition, i estimated that my newly
created transaction program will end up the newest World wide web currency, in simple terms projecting the crypto money 13
many years before its time. My prophecies have been all verified to turn into a truth along with the lifestyle proof is the fact that
nowadays we are living in a world of mobile devices that happen to be judgment everything we all do and gadgets is ruling any
feasible portion of our livelihood.

About Ami Shafrir Ami Shafrir is undoubtedly an Online businessperson that started his World wide web involvement in 1994
with his organization WorldSite networks Inc. Back 1994-2000 Ami Shafrir owned or operated a 50,000 ft.² creating in 8670
Wilshire Boulevard, Beverly Hillsides, which back into the 90’s was the initial creating in the area which had substantial-rate fiber
connection to the net. In 1994 Ami started in his creating WorldSite which had been offering Internet web hosting service, Online
transaction processing and website programming. WorldSite was web hosting the websites for all those major Hollywood
studios which include Paramount, Warner Bros., of the more substantial-account Hollywood films at that time for example
Self-sufficiency Day. WorldSite also possessed a subsidiary known as ComBill which had been processing payments on the
web and was recognized in the group of World wide web operators during the time as the first in the past of World wide web to
process true-time charge card financial transaction online. Ami through his organization WorldSite was working together with
financial institutions and the town of La supplying them on-line settlement techniques. ComBill was Throughout the world
network section delivering payment solutions for companies online and On-line monetary financial transaction solutions,
particularly, delivering credit and credit information and assortment solutions along with payment scam detection and electrical
resources moves via pc networks for international pc details and so on-line customers By means of his Internet charging
platform ComBill Ami’s eyesight was in front of it is time. Ami Shafrir was pitching banks describing to them that Web banking
and invoicing may be the long term and down the road will be really number of physical banking institution divisions and bank
tellers. A lot of bankers laughed at Ami Shafrir for his excessive forecasts, but we are all aware exactly what is actuality today
for e-business and business banking online. Right now the billing market worthy of multi trillion money market, Ami Shafrir being
a pioneer in 1996 forecasted the net currencies like bitcoin and block chain tokens, which is over several years before bitcoin
was created. Start to see the pictures brochure of ComBill in the bottom to mirror this.
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Ami also owned or operated 75% of another invoicing organization in Birmingham Alabama called Federal Trance Tel (FTT).
FTT was actually a main B2B very long-range company for company apps which include shell out-per-contact 900 numbers and
cost-cost-free figures. FTT possessed invoicing contracts with all of US long-distance service providers and was providing billing
professional services tens 10’s hundreds of thousands money a month. FTT experienced Internet invoicing program called
UniversalBill existed there before PayPal, providing variety of solutions just like PayPal inside the 90’s, however WorldSite.com,
ComBill.com & FTT firms were damaged employing any feasible bright white-collar offense which include forgery of Ami’s
signatures 25 periods by the convicted brothers Daniel and Abner Nicherie who damaged the residence of Ami Shafrir who has
been in the center of breakup proceeding throughout 2000-2001. Past conglomerate worth $40 million but was ready to become
an multibillion-buck business, all considered rebel and wrecked from the criminal acts fully commited from the Nicherie bros.
Ami Shafrir was operating in assistance with all the FBI, legal division of the IRS, felony Department of US Department of Work
and L . A . US Legal professional office to bring these bad guys to proper rights, but by the end once Daniel and Abner Nicherie
were actually arrested there seemed to be absolutely nothing kept in the multimillion-buck are you presently done with
cathedral? Exactly what are you doing now? Organization. Throughout 2000-2004 due to the crimes dedicated by Nicherie
brothers, however Ami Shafrir was dragged into barrage of lawsuit and was taken directly or indirectly with 130 law suits and 15
bankruptcies a result of the Nicherie bros felony exercise as highlighted in BigCrime.com. In most these lawsuits connected to
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his brand Ami eventually prevailed, and getting his fingers over $10 million judgments against Daniel Nicherie illegal
organization still uncollected.
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